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This paper is an attempt at laying the foundations for the classification of queries on 
relational data bases according to their structure and their computational complexity. Using 
the operations of composition and fixpoints, a C - Il hierarchy of height w2, called the 
tixpoint query hierarchy, is defined, and its properties investigated. The hierarchy includes 
most of the queries considered in the literature including those of Codd and Aho and Ullman. 
The hierarchy to level w characterizes the first-order queries, and the levels up to w are shown 
to be strict. Sets of queries larger than the tixpoint query hierarchy are obtained by considered 
the queries computable in polynomial time, queries computable in polynomial space, etc. It is 
shown that classes of queries defined from such complexity classes behave (with respect to 
containment) in a manner very similar to the corresponding complexity classes. Also, the set 
of second-order queries turns out to be the same as the set of queries defined from the 
polynomial-time hierarchy. Finally, these classes of queries are used to analyse a set of 
queries defined from language considerations: those expressible in a programming language 
with only typed (or ranked) relation variables. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the theory of relational data bases has received a great deal of 
attention in computer science research. One of the central topics of research in this 
area is that of queries (i.e., functions from data bases to relations) and query 
languages (i.e., languages for expressing such functions). 
Since Codd’s early work on relational data bases [3], many diverse query 
languages and associated classes of queries have been suggested.One encounters the 
first-order relational calculus and the relational algebra of Codd [4] (see also ] 1.5 ]), 
the conjunctive queries of Chandra and Merlin [9] and the tableau queries of Aho et 
al. ] I]. Zloof 1251 has suggested augmenting the first-order queries with a transitive 
closure operator, and Aho and Ullman [2] have augmented the relational algebra 
with a least Iixpoint operator. Some fixpoint queries are also obtained by querying in 
Kowalski’s language of logic programs 115, 17, 221. Chandra and Hare1 [6] defined 
the general class CQ of all computable queries which, in some sense, is the largest 
interesting such set. In [6] a query language is defined and is shown to express 
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precisely the queries in CQ. While this query language indeed subsumes all the 
aforementioned languages, and hence CQ contains all the queries expressible in such 
languages, [6] does not provde a global framework within which these and other 
classes of queries can be investigated on common ground. The purpose of this paper 
is to lay the foundations for such a framework making possible the classification and 
comparison of query languages and their associated classes of queries according to 
their structure or the complexity of their computations. Definitions of fundamental 
concepts are proposed, accompanied by various results and open problems for future 
work. 
The paper consists of two parts: algebraic and complexity-theoretic in nature, 
respectively. First, the basic set E of existential queries is defined. This set subsumes 
the conjunctive [9] and tableau queries [ 11. From E, larger sets of queries can be 
obtained by using three operations on queries: complementation, composition, and 
least fixpoint. These operations, when applied to E, yield a natural hierarchy of sets 
of queries which we call the flxpoint query hierarchy, or the fixpoint hierarchy for 
short. This is a Z - I7 hierarchy of height cc*, in which the first cc) steps (which we 
call the first-order query hierarchy) constitute a structural clasification of the first- 
order queries (and hence also of the relational algebra queries) of Codd [4]. We show 
the strictness of the first-order query hierarchy and a correspondence with the 
polynomial-time hierarchy of Stockmeyer [21 J. The suggestions of Zloof [25] and of 
Aho and Ullman [2] concerning transitive closure transcend the first-order query 
hierarchy, but are easily seen to be embedded in the full hierarchy, as do those of 
Kowalski [ 171 ( see also [8]). The full hierarchy to level o* is then shown to have 
natural closure properties. The question of strictness of the higher levels, which was 
left open in a preliminary version of this paper [7], has been recently solved by 
Immerman [ 161. It is shown in [ 161 that a single fixpoint suffices to obtain the entire 
hierarchy. We do, however, define a more refined collection of hierarchies charac- 
terized by the rank of the lixpoint relations allowed, and pose some open questions of 
strictness and definability concerning them. It is possible, however, to step out of the 
lixpoint hierarchy without using the full power of CQ: the lixpoint hierarchy is shown 
to be strictly included in the set of queries expressible in second-order predicate 
calculus, and the latter is strictly included in CQ. 
The second part of the paper deals with sets of higher level queries, such as the 
second-order definable queries SO and the set RQ of queries computable using only 
ranked relation variables. The approach used in comparing such sets is to study 
complexity classes of queries such as QPTIME, QPHIER (queries computable in 
polynomial time, in the polynomial-time hierarchy), etc. 
First, the problem of enumerating the queries in such classes is discussed and 
enumerations are shown to exist for QPHIER, QPSPACE, QEXPTIME, and classes 
with greater space or time resources. It is interesting that QPTIME is not known to 
have an enumeration. Next, it is shown that (for reasonable complexity classes) the 
query classes are ordered in much the same way as their corresponding complexity 
classes. As far as the above sets of high level queries are concerned, the main results 
are that FP c# QPTIME c QPHIER = SO c# CQ and FP c RQ c# QPSPACE. 
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Also, QPTIME Ft RQ, but RQ c QPTIME iff PTIME = PSPACE, which is generally 
believed to be false, so that RQ is probably incompatable with QPTIME. 
In the closing section we suggest areas for further research, and at the end of the 
paper is a list of symbols used therein. 
2. DATA BASES, QUERIES, AND OPERATIONS ON QUERIES 
We first recall some basic definitions, taken essentially from [ 6 ]. 
DEFINITION. Let U be some countable, universal domain. A relational data base, 
or data base for short, is a tuple B = (D, R r ,..., RJ, where D c U is finite and for 
each 1 < i < k, Ri c D”’ for some a, >, 0. The integer a, is called the rank of R, and B 
is said to be of type ti = (a, ,..., a,J. We shall frequently abbreviate the vector 
R , ,..., R, by @ and write B = (D, E). 
DEFINITION. A computable query of type ci + b is a partial function 
Q: {B 1 B is of type &} --03 2”’ 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) if B = (D, R ,,..., Rk) and Q(B) is defined then Q(B) c Db, 
(ii) Q is partial recursive, 
(iii) if B th-+ B’ (i.e., B, B’ are isomorphic: if B = (D, R, ,..., RJ, B’ = 
(D’, R; ,..., R;), then h is a one-one onto function from D to D’, and for all i, 
RI = h(R,)), then Q(B’) = h(Q(B)). 
Conditions (i), (ii) say that Q is a partial recursive (i.e., computable) function 
mapping data bases into relations on the domain of the given data base. Condition 
(iii) is called the consistency criterion. It says that the output of a query should not 
depend on the internal representation of the data base; rather, it should treat relations 
of the data base as sets of tuples, where the representation used for elements of the 
tuples is unimportant. The standard queries used in the literture, such as first-order 
queries [ 41, conjunctive queries [9], tableaux queries [ 11, queries with transitive 
closure or lixpoint operators [2, 17, 221, etc. are all computable queries, and (6 ] 
gives a query language that computes exactly the computable queries. Note that in 
[ 6 1, queries were typed only by their inputs (i.e., a query was of type ti, not 5-t b): 
here, however, it is technically convenient to type with respect to output too. 
DEFINITION. Let CQ denote the class of computable queries. In the sequel, we 
shall sometimes omit the adjective computable, and simply refer to computable 
queries as queries. 
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We now define two fundamental operations on queries, together with the 
operations on sets of queries which they induce. These will serve as central concepts 
for the rest of the paper. 
DEFINITION. Let Q be a query of type ti-, b. The complement of Q is the query 
7Q of the same type, defined by, 
-Q(D, i?) = Db - Q(D, x). 
Also, -Q(D, R) is undefined whenever Q(D, R) is undefined. For a set of queries S, 
let 
4={-QIQES}. 
DEFINITION. Let Q = (Q, ,..., Q,) be a vector of queries of types a-+ b, ,..., a-+ b,, 
where ti = (a, ,..., c~,J. If Q is a query of type 6 = (b, ,..., b,) --t c, then the composition 
Q o Q is a query of type a-+ c, delined by 
(Q 0 @(D,i)= Q(D,&D,E))= Q(D, Q,(DJ%.., Q,(D,@)- 
Again, Q o Q is undefined whenever one of its components is undefined. If S, and S, 
are sets of queries, then 
S10S2={QoQiQES1andifQ=(Q,,...,Q,),thenQiES,, l<i<n). 
LEMMA 2.1. For any sets of queries S, S,, S, ,..., 
0) 77s=s, 
(ii) +S, 0 S,) = 4, 0 S,, 
(iii) (S 0 S,) 0 S, = S 0 (S, 0 S,), 
(iv) lJj (Sj 0 S) = (Uj Sj) 0 S, 
Cv) Uj ts ’ sj> c s ’ (Uj sj)* 
ProoJ We prove (ii), the others are similar. For any Q’ E +S, 0 S,) there are 
queries Q E S, affd Q = (Q ,,..., Q,), Qi E S,, such that Q’(B) = (7(Q 0 Q))(B). But 
then, if B = (D, R), 
Q’(B) = Dj - (Q 0 o)(B) = oj - Q(D, e(B)) = -Q(D, e(B)) 
= (7Q 0 e)(B) E 4, 0 S, . 
Showing that any Q’ E 4,o S, is also in -(S, 0 S,) is analogous. a 
In Lemma 2.1(v), the inequality cannot be changed to an equality in general. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is left to the reader. 
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LEMMA 2.2. The class CQ of all computable queries is closed under complemen- 
tation and composition. 
The operators 7 and o are two of the three fundamental operators on queries 
which will be considered in this paper. The third, the least lixpoint operator, will be 
introduced in Section 4. These operators will serve mainly to enable us to define 
classes of queries in a structured, algebraic manner. As a first step in this direction 
we now provide an algebraic characterization of the first-order definable queries. 
3. THE FIRST-ORDER QUERY HIERARCHY 
We have not said anything yet about the languages in which queries are 
formulated. Indeed, most of the sets of queries mentioned in the introduction were 
originally defined as the queries expressible in some query language. In this paper we 
shall be interested in various sets of queries, but in most cases they will be defined 
syntactically, i.e., in the context of some query language. 
DEFINITION. Let L be the first-order language with no function symbols and with 
= (equality) and R , , R,,... as its predicate symbols. Note that we shall be using Ri 
both as the formal symbol denoting a relation and as the relation itself; also, the rank 
of R, will be implicit from the context, though superscripts could have been used to 
be completely formal. Let First be the language consisting of all expressions of the 
form 
where @ is a formula of L, X is a vector of distinct variables, containing all and only 
the variables appearing free in @, and R is a vector of distinct predicate symbols 
containing all those appearing in @. 
An expression X.(R1,..., RJ.@(Y) in First represents a query Q of type 
(a a ) + b, where 12 I= b and Ri has rank ai. The query Q is defined by , Y..Y- k 
Q(D, R) = {d E D* / Q(d) is true in (D, R)}. For example, the expression 
(x> v>.(R,,R,).(3z)(R,(x, 2) A R,(zv Y)), 
represents the query of type (2, 2) -+ 2 which returns the relational composition of its 
two arguments. Similarly the expression 
where the rank of R, is a, represents the query of type (2,2, a) + 2 returning the 
composition of its first two arguments. It may also be noted tht negation in First 
corresponds to complementation with respect to the domain D of the input data base. 
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(If 2 is the empty vector, then X.R.@ is either the set containing the empty vector or 
the empty set, depending, respectively, upon whether @ is true or false.) 
DEFINITION (First-order queries). For A E First let QA denote the query 
represented by A, and for Tc First let Q, = {QA 1 A E r}. The set QFirsf is the set of 
first-order queries, and is denoted by F. 
Of course, F c CQ, but (see [2]) F # CQ. 
DEFINITION. For an expression A of the form Xi?.@ in First, define its negation 
7A to be of the form Y.i? . - @; and for Tc First, define S = {-A ( A E r). 
The following is easily verified, establishing negation of the representation of a 
query as the syntactic analogue of the complementation of that query. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any A E First, Q, = -Q,, andfor any r c First, Q, =-Q,. 
Similarly, we define substitution, the syntactic analogue of composition of queries. 
DEFINITION. Let A = f.(T, ,..., T,).@, where the rank of Ti is a,. Let C= 
CC , ,..., C,), where C, = jji. (Z?, ,..., R,J. Yi, and ] fi I= ai. We write A 0 C to denote the 
expression 1(R i ,..., R,).@‘, where @’ is obtained by simultaneous substitution of the 
!Pi for the ri in @, matching the Ji to the arguments of the occurrences of Ti by 
appropriately renaming variables which become bound or equal (note that R and r 
need not be disjoint). 
EXAMPLE. Let A=x.(R,,R,).(3y)(R,(x,y,x)AR,(x,y)), C,=(x,z,y).(R,,T,). 
(Vw)(R,(x,~)V,T,(w,y,z)), G=(u, u).(R,, T,).R,(u, u)= (3~) R,(u, y). Then 
A 0 (C,, G> = x.@,, T,).(~Y)((VW)(R,(X,X) V ~T,(w,x,y)) A @,(x,x) 3 (32) 
R,(Y,Z)))* 
DEFINITION. For r, A c First, define r o A = {A o (C, ,..., C,) 1 A E r, Ci E A, 
l<i<n}. 
The following is also easily established. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any A, C, ,... , C, E First, QA O(c ,,..., c-j = Q,, 0 <Q,,y.-, QcJ 
Likewise, for any r, A c First, Q, Od = Q, 0 QA .
DEFINITION. Let Exist be the set of expressions of the form 
X.E.(3jq @, 
where @ is quantifier-free. Let E = QExisr be the set of existential queries. 
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We note that the set of conjunctive queries of [9] (and, likewise the set of tableau 
queries of [ 11) IS a subset of E, being representable by the special form 
where Ui is a vector of variables from X, J. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any set S of queries, 
SV-ScEoS=Eo-S=Eo(SU-S). 
We are now ready to define a hierarchy of sets of expressions, which induces a 
hierarchy of sets of queries, similar in structure to such known hierarchies as the 
arithmetical and analytical hierarchies [20], and the polynomial-time hierarchy [ 2 I 1. 
DEFINITION. Define the collection of sets of expressions of First ( Ci , LLi)i, ~, . as 
follows: 
(i) C, = {XX.@ ] @ quantifier-free}, 
(ii) C ii, = Exist 0 IIi, 
(iii) 17, = lci. 
We are interested, not so much in the sets of formulas Ci, Iii, but rather in the 
corresponding sets of queries denoted by Cy, ZI?: 
DEFINITION. The collection of sets of queries {Zp, ZIF}i,,, where Cp = Qz, and 
@ = Qni is called the first-order query hierarchy. 
From Lemmas 3.1-3.3 we have 
LEMMA 3.4. (i) ni = -Cp, (ii) Cy+, = E o flu = E o Cu, (iii) Zp U Ii’: c 
cy+ , n ny+ , 
The next lemma characterizes the classes Zp (resp. IZB) as being represented by 
first-order queries in prenex normal form with i alternations of quantifiers beginning 
with existential (resp. universal) quantifiers. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 3, (= V,) be the set of quantzjer-free formulae of the first-order 
language L, and let 3,+, (resp. Vi+ ,) be the set offormulae of the form (3X)@ (resp. 
(VX)@) where @ is in Vi (resp. gi) and Zfree in @. Then: 
(i) For @ in 3, (resp. V,), X.i?.@ (where variables in X are not bound in @) is 
in Ci (resp. IT,), 
(ii) Any query in Zf (resp. ZZ$ can be represented by an expression of the 
form iR@, where @ is in 3, (resp. Vi). 
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Proof. The proof of (i) is by induction on i. For i = 0 it is true by definition. Let 
@ E ji+i be of the form (3Yl)(Vf,) .. . 
- - 
(0Zi + i) !P. Let A be the expression x, x, .R. 
(VXJ ‘. . (@Xi+ i) Y. By the induction hypothesis, A is in ZIi. Then, let C be the 
expression XT.(!lff,) r(%, Zi). Then C is in Exist, and C 0 A is X.R.@, and by the 
definition, it is in Zi+, (the proof that Vi formulae yield expressions in ni is 
analogous). 
(ii) The proof is again by induction on i, and the case i = 0 holds by the 
definition. Let Q be a query in Zf+,, represented by C o (A i ,..., A,), where C is in 
Exist and has the form X.j?.(ElX,) Q(R), and Aj is in ni having the form j.?;.(Vyi,,) 
(3jj,,) . . - (Opj,i) Yj. Here F = (R i ,..., R,), and @ and the ‘Pj are quantifier-free. Then 
substituting, for every j, (Vyj,,) ..a (OJj,i) ‘Pj for Rj in @, moving negations to the 
right of quantifiers, and converting to prenex normal form (by first moving all leading 
existential quantifiers to the front, then all leading universal quantifers, etc.) results in 
an expression for Q of the form LE.@, where @ is in 3,. 1 
Trivial consequences of this lemma are that Cf = E, and for i > 1, CF+, = Cu o E, 
IIf’+,=@oE, and C~=EoEoEo . . . 0 E (i times). We could also have defined 
the first-order query hierarchy by simply taking projections on the sets defined at the 
previous level. Thus, if we let P denote the set of projection queries represented by 
expressions of the form 
f.R.(37) R(Z, J), 
then we have 
LEMMA 3.6. .ZF+, = P o II? I . 
It may be noted that for i > 1, P 0 ZF = CF. Another consequence of Lemma 3.5 is 
that the first-order Q-hierarchy describes precisely the set of first-order queries. 
THEOREM 3.7. lJiZf=Ui17a=F. 
Since composition can be thought of as a way of executing a query and saving the 
answer for future use, any query language which can express the existential queries 
and also store the result of queries on the data base has the power to compute any 
first-order query. This is, in fact, the way by which Query by Example computes all 
first-order queries (241 and is therefore said to be complete in the sense of Codd [4]. 
The next result indicates some connection between the first-order query hierarchy 
and the polynomial-time hierarchy {Cp, Z7p) in complexity theory [21]. Given a data 
base, it indicates the complexity of answering a query in Zr as a function of the 
length of the representation of the query. 
DEFINITION. B = (D,R l,...r RJ is trivial if, for each i, either Ri is empty, or 
Ri = Da’ (i.e., Ri is full). Otherwise, the data base is nontrivial. 
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THEOREM 3.8. For any i and nontrivial data base B, the set {d, A /A E Ci and 
d E QA (B)) is complete in Zf’. 
Proof. Let C denote {d, A 1 A E Zi and dE QA(B)}. 
(i) Show C E XF. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5(ii), any A E Ci can be 
converted into the equivalent form X.E.(3X,A)(VX2A) ... (CL&) @(Y, Xla ,...), where Q, 
is quantifier-free, and this conversion does not increase the number of symbols in A. 
Then (2, A) E C iff (for some appropriate polynomial poly): 
(~uI.IIu~II~Po~Y(II(L~,A)II)) 
(VU,* IIuzII G ~ol~(II(d,A)ll)) **+ (@Ui* IIuiII < PO~Y(II(~,A)II)) 
- - 
A (Uj encodes a vector L?iA) A @(d, d,, ,..., LiiA) 
holds. Here the U;S are bit strings encoding-vectors over the domain D of B, //u,J/, 
I/(& A)/1 denote th e 1 ength (in bits) of ui, (d, A). This shows that C E Zr since the 
matrix of the formula is computable in time polynomial in II(Li, A)ll. 
(ii) Show C is complete in Cp by reducing quantified Boolean formulae 1211 to 
C: let T be a relation (of rank a) in B = (II, x) such that T # { }, and T # D,. Given 
a quantified Boolean formula Y of the form 
where the Pi,j’s are propositional symbols, it is not hard to show that Y is true iff 
(( ), A) E 6, where A has the form (with each Xi,j being a vector of a variables), 
(since by Lemma 3.5, A E Zi). Then the result follows from the completeness for 
quantified Boolean formulae. I 
It may be noted that for any trivial data base B, and any i, the set {d, A /A E C, 
and dE QA(B)) is computable in polynomial time. 
We can also show the strictness of the first-order query hierarchy, although it is 
not known whether or not the polynomial-time hierarchy is strict. 
LEMMA 3.9. For any i, ZF cf Cy+, . 
Proof. Let A be the expression 
( ).Start, Move, Win.(3x,)(3xI)(Vx,)(3x,) . . . (Ox,, 1) 
Start(x,) A Move(x,, x,) A Move(x,, xz) A . . . A Move(x,, xi+ ,) + Win(x,+ ,). 
The formula essentially states that the first player in an i + 1 half-move game has a 
winning strategy. The domain elements correspond to game positions, Move 
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corresponds to the next-move relation, and Win determines if the position is a win for 
the first player. Now by Lemma 3.5, the corresponding query QA is in Zf+, . We 
show by the technique of Ehrenfeucht-Frdisse games [ 10, 131 that QA 6? Zp by 
showing that if the expression 
C = ( ).&art, Move, Win.($,)(VJJ ... (O’jjJ @ 
represents a query Q, in Zg, then there are data bases B, B’ such that Q,(B) = (( )}, 
Qa(B’)=( }, but Qc(B)=QJB’). Note that {( )}=D” and ( }=I)‘-D”#Do. 
Let k be the maximum number of variables in any pj. 
We first consider the case where i is odd. We shall define data bases B, and Bj’ 
inductively as follows. B, = (II,, Start,, Move,, Win,) and B; = (Do, Start,, Move,, 
Win/,), where Do = (d}, Start, = Win, = ((d)}, Move, = Wink = ( }. For any j, let 
Bj = (Dj, Starti, Movej, Wini), Bj’ = (Dj, Starti, Movei, Win;), with Dj = 
(4 , d, ,..., d,}, and Startj = {d,}. Then Bj, r = (Dj+ , , Starti+, , Movei+ r, Winj, r) and 
Bj+, = (Dj+l, Starti+,, Movej+r, Win;+,), where Djtl = (do, d,,, , d,,, ,..., d,,, ,..., 
d k+~,,,ly Startj+I = (41~ Movej+l =~(do,d,,,)l~~p~k+l~~((d,,,~d,,,)ll~~ 
< k + 1, (d,, d,) E Movej}, Wini+, = {d,,, ] d, E Win;} U (d,,, ( 2 < p < k t 1, 
d4 E Wini}, and Win;+, = (d,,, ] 1 <p < k t 1, d, E Winj). Now let B be Bit,, and 
B’ be B;,,. The Bj, Bj can be thought of as game trees defined inductively as in 
Fig. 1, and it is not hard to see that the expression A is true for Bi+, (by choosing x, 
to be d,,l; recall that i is odd) but false for Bf, 1. 
We now play an Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game on B, B’ as follows: The first player 
tries to demonstrate that B, B’ are not isomorphic, and the second player tries to 
prevent him from doing so. The first player chooses any sequence of k (not 
necessarily distinct) elements from the domain of either B or B’ (the domains can be 
thought of as being tagged to make them distinct). Let us say he picks k elements 
from B. The second player chooses a corresponding sequence of k elements from the 
other data base, i.e. from B’. This completes one move. Now the first player chooses 
k elements from B’, and the second player chooses some corresponding k elements 
from B. This completes the second move. Next, the first player again chooses k 
elements from B, and so on for a total of i moves. At that point, let d, ,,d, ,..., di, be 
the elements chosen by the two players from B, and d;, d;,..., d;k the corresponding 
elements from B’. Then the second player wins if (d,,..., dik) are isomorphic to 
(4 ,..., d;k), i.e., if for every p, Win(d,) holds in B iff Win’(dL) holds holds in B’, 
likewise for Start, and for every p, q, Move(d,, d,) holds in B iff Move’(dA, d;)holds 
FIG. I. (3, win for first player; 0, not a win for first player. 
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in B’. Otherwise, the first player wins. From (a minor modification of) the 
Ehrenfeucht-Fraissi theorem [ 10, 131, it follows that if the second player has a 
winning strategy, then Qc(B) = Qc(B’). We shall show that the second player indeed 
has a winning strategy. In fact, we shall show that the second player wins even an 
i + 1 move game, where the first player must start choosing elements from B’ = B(+ , . 
The proof is by induction on the number of moves m (then m = i + 1 gives the 
desired result), and the case m = 0 is trivial. For an m move game, m > 1, we shall, 
for convenience, rename the elements in the domain of B’ from d,, d,. , ,..., d,,, to 
d;, d;.,,..., d;,,. The second player uses the following strategy: Whenever the first 
player chooses d, or d;, the second player chooses the other one. Suppose the first 
player chooses elements d;,,4, ,..., dAtvqk. There must be some number < k + 1 which 
is not included in p, ,..., pk. Without loss of generality, suppose for all i, pi # 1 (can 
be obtained by systematic renaming of the elements in DL). The second player then 
chooses dp,.4, ,..., d Pk,4k, and subsequently, if the first player ever chooses d,., (resp. 
dL,4) p > 2, the second player responds with d;,, (resp. d,,,). These choices can never 
be used by the first player to show nonisomorphism. Therefore his subsequent moves 
may be confined to elements of the form d,,q, d;,, , starting with the former. The 
game is then reduced to an m - 1 move game played on B,- , , Bk-, , starting with 
the first player choosing from BA-,, which, by the induction hypothesis, is a win for 
the second player. This completes the induction, and the proof for odd i. 
The proof for even i is similar. Data bases B,i, B,/ are defined as before, except that 
the inductive definition is started with Win,, = ( }, and Win; = {d}. This is needed to 
show that with the definitions B = B,, , and B’ = B(+ , , Q,.,(B) = (( )}, Q,,(B’) = ( /. 
The Ehrenfeucht-Frai’sse game, however, works out identically with the previous 
case. I 
THEOREM 3.10. For any i > 1, ,Zf # @. 
Proof. For any i> 1, if CF =IZf, then Cy+, = PO Ily = P 0 Cv =Cp (by 
Lemma 3.6 and the remark following it), which contradicts Lemma 3.9. 1 
THEOREM 3.11. For any i, Z~U17~c#Cf+,AIZ~L,. 
Proof: It suffices (from Lemma 3.4(iii)) to show “f”. From Theorem 3.10, there 
is a query Q in 2: which is not in np. Say Q is represented by X.x@. Let T be a 
new zero-ary predicate symbol, and consider the query Q’ represented by 
Z.(R, T).(TA @) V (,TA-&). By using Lemma 3.5, Q’ E IIF+ ,, but is not 
in .Zf U IZp, for if say Q’ E Cf, represented by X.(R, T). Y(T), then -Q can be 
represented by X.E.!P (false), implying that -Q E Cy; a contradiction. The case 
Q’ E Z7f is similar. 1 
Theorems 3.10 and 3.11 establish the strictness of the first-order hierarchy. Keisler 
and Walkoe [ 181 have proved similar looking results establishing that no two quan 
tifier prelixes of the same length have the same power of expression over finite data 
bases. The two results are, however, independent, since in ] 181 the length of the prefix 
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is of interest and not its type. Thus, that 33V # 3VV follows from 1181 and not from 
the present paper, and that 3V # VVV follows from the present paper and not 
from [18]. 
4. FIXPOINT QUERIES 
In this section the first-order hierarchy is extended to include classes 22: and IZZ 
for all a < CO*, rather than just CT < w. The idea is to obtain CE for a limit ordinal a 
by attaching a least lixpoint operator Y to queries in the sets defined for smaller 
ordinals, i.e. to C$, for B < a. 
DEFINITION. Let LY be the first-order language L of Section 3, augmented with 
the additional formation rule: Let @ be in LY, and let the predicate symbol R of rank 
a appear positively in @ (i.e., each free occurrence of R is under an even number of 
negations). Then (Z YR (Q) @ is in L Y, where X is an a-tuple of distinct variables and 
i is also an a-tuple of (not necessarily distinct) variables. Let Y denote (5. YR(2)) Cp. 
The variables of 2 are bound in Y. The free variables of Y are the free variables of @ 
(excluding 2) in addition to the variables in Z. The free predicate symbols of Y are 
those that are free in @, excluding R (which is bound in Y). LY is, of course, closed 
under the logical connectives A, V, 1, and quantifiers 3, V. 
DEFINITION. Let Y denote (f.YR(f)) @(R, X, jr) as in the above definition, with jj 
being a vector (without duplicates) of the free variables in CD, other than those in 1 
Given meanings for the predicate symbols free in @ (excluding R), and given an 
assignment 6’ which assigns B(U) E D for each variable u free in Y (for a vector U = 
(U , ,..., uk) we shall write O(ii) for (8(u,) ,..., O(u,))), define an a-ary relation T as 
follows: 
(i) For every d, T(d) holds iff @(T, d, B(J)) (or less formally: T= Q(T), i.e., 
T is a lixpoint of @), and 
(ii) For any a-ary relation T’, if for every 2, T’(d) holds iff @(T’, d, B(J)) 
does, then Tc T’ (i.e., T is the least lixpoint). 
Then the formula Y is satisfied by the assignment 8 iff T(8(@) holds. 
An equivalent definition of lixpoints could have been obtained by combining the 
free variables v in the above definition with the bound variables X and writing the 
formulas as (.?. YR ‘) @‘. Here the length of Z’, the arity of R ’ and the number of free 
variables in @J’ are equal. 
The next theorem shows that such a T exists, and therefore the definition is sound. 
THEOREM 4.1. The relation T in the above definition exists, and satisfies 
T= Ui Ti, where TO= { ) and Ti+, = (dl @(Ti,d,8(jj)) holds}. 
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Proof. It is not hard to show that positivity implies monotonicity. Hence, since 
( } c T, , T, = {d 1 @({ }, d, B(jr))} c {d 1 @(T, , &O(u))} = T,. By induction on i. 
Tic Ti-+ 13 for every i. Since the domain is finite, there is a j such that lJi Ti = Ti. 
Then dE Tj+, iff @(Tj+i, , d f?(y)) holds. Thus Tj is a lixpoint of @ in the sense of 
clause (i) of the definition. Now to show that lJi _Ti = Tj is the least such (clause (ii)). 
let T’ satisfy the equivalence T’(d) iff @(T’, d, B(J)). We show that Ti c T’ by 
induction on i. Clearly, T,, = ( ) c T’. Assume Ti c T’. Then Ti + , = {c? ~ 
@(Ti, (5,13(y))} c (dl @(T’, d, O(J))) = T’ (by the monotonicity of @). 1 
This version of the Knaster-Tarski theorem illustrates the usual way of calculating 
least fixpoints by a sequence of approximations from below, which, in this case, is 
finite. 
Remark. In many cases, the .? in @.YR(.f)) @ will be simply -Is, but formally we 
want to allow identification of variables as, e.g., in ((v, w, v),YR(Z))@, without 
having to resort to conjunctions with equality terms. Whenever there is no confusion 
we shall write (y.YR(f)) @ simply as (YR)@. 
DEFINITION. Let Fixpoint be the language consisting of all expressions of the 
form Z@@, where @ is a formula of LY, 2 is a vector of distinct variables containing 
at least those appearing free in @, and x is a vector of distinct predicate symbols 
containing at least those appearing free in @. By the previous definition it should be 
clear how to associate a query QA with an expression A E Fixpoint. In particular, if 
A = (Z,YR(Z)) @(R, X, jr), then QA(R, ,..., R,) = {O(y) 1 T(O(r)), all 0). 
DEFINITION (Fixpoint queries). For Tc Fixpoint, let Q, = {Q,, 1 A E r). The set 
QFixpoin, is called the set of Fixpoint queries, and is denoted FP. 
The definitions of negation (-) and substitution (0) in Section 3 extend from the 
set First of first-order expressions to Fixpoint, and Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 hold with 
Fixpoint replacing First. 
DEFINITION. Let,4 =X(R1,..., R,)@ be an expression in Fixpoint. Any expression 
in Fixpoint of the form V.(R, ,..., Ri-,, Ri+l ,..., R,)..f.(YRi)@ is called aJxpoint ofA. 
The set of fixpoints of A is denoted YA. Also, for r c Fixpoint. let YT = U ,! E,. YA . 
Thus, for any A E Fixpoint, QyA c FP. 
EXAMPLE. Let @ be 
x = y V (3z)(R(x, z) A R’(z, y)). 
Let A = (x, y).(R, R’).@ and K = (x, y).R.((x, y).YR’(x, y))@ be expressions in 
Fixpoint. Then K is a fixpoint of A, and the set QYA includes the reflexive transitive 
closure query QK denoted by TC. Since A E Zc,, we have TC E YE?. Thus the 
reflexive transitive closure can be described as a fixpoint of an existential query. 
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For a set S of queries such as F, E, FP, etc., with which an underlying set I- of 
expressions is clearly associated, we shall loosely use the notation YS to stand for 
QYr. For example, YF is the set of queries which are represented by fixpoints of lirst- 
order expressions. 
With this convention in mind, FP is the closure of E (and, for that matter, of F) 
under 0 and Y. It is also the closure of C (the set of conjunctive queries) under T, 0, 
and Y. 
We now define the fixpoint hierarchy. 
DEFINITION. Define the collection of sets of expressions of Fixpoint(Z,, lZn}a<w~ 
as follows: 
(i) C, = {XX@ 1 @ quantifier-free}, 
6) &+, = Exist o ll,, for any a, 
(iii) Z, = Y((Jo<o Xc,) for a limit ordinal a, and 
(iv) l7= = -lca, for any a. 
DEFINITION. The collection of sets of queries {Z$17z},<,2, where Zz = Q,” and 
II: = l7c, is called the Fixpoint query hierarchy, or Fixpoint hierarchy, for short. 
We justify our use of a single application of Y in clause (iii). 
LEMMA 4.2. For any i > 0, YZE. i = Zz. i. 
(Note that w . i is i times the ordinal w; i.e., the ith application of a lixpoint.) 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is a straightforward generalization of a result 
appearing in [S] to the effect that mutual and double fixpoints can be collapsed into 
single fixpoints. I 
Table I illustrates the Zz classes. The notation in the table is justified by the 
following generalization of Theorem 3.7: 
THEOREM 4.3. For every k, UIZE.k+i = F oZ~.,. 
TABLE I 
0 Et E EoE . . . E' . . . F 
1 
: : 2 
YF Ea YF EoEoYF . . . E'o YF . . . Fo YF 
Y(Fo YF) Eo Y(Fo YF) EoEo Y(Fo YF) . E'a Y(Fa YF) . . . Fo Y(Fo YF) 
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Proof: UjcQ,.,+j=UjcjQo~Q,.,=(UjCia)o~Q,.,=Fo’aw.k. 1 
The following too is straightforward: 
THEOREM 4.4. Ua<wZ.Zz=FP. 
Since FP is closed under the operations from which the hierarchy is constructed, 
and since we know that the union of the hierarchy is FP, it is obvious that an attempt 
to extend the definition to ordinals higher than o* does not result in any new queries. 
Most of the queries considered in the literature are associated with sets in the Q 
hierarchy. The transitive closure query TC is clearly in Cz = YF by Example 4.1. 
Also, [ 21 suggested extending Codd’s relational algebra [4] by allowing least 
fixpoints to be applied to expressions in the algebra. Since the set of queries 
expressible in the relational algebra is precisely F (the set of queries expressible in the 
first-order relational calculus), it appears that the language suggested in [ 21 is F 0 YF. 
i.e. contained in Cz.,. 
It is possible to view the language of Horn-clause logic programs as a query 
language (see e.g., ] 15, 17, 221). It can be shown that the queries definable in this 
language correspond to YE+, where E+ is the set of queries represented by positive 
existential first-order formulae. Thus Horn queries are strictly contained in YF. 
See 181. 
An interesting question concerns the strictness of the lixpoint hierarchy, or, to be 
more precise, the possibility of generalizing Theorems 3.10 and 3.11. 
To this end, in response to the appearance of this question in a preliminary version 
of this paper [7], Immerman [ 161 has shown that in fact FP = Z$+ i, i.e., that a 
single lixpoint suffices to obtain the entire hierarchy. This surprising result is 
obtained by first showing how to express negations of Iixpoints as fixpoints of wider 
degree. Multiple and nested lixpoints are then collapsed into single ones by additional 
widening, as in [8]. In particular, Immerman’s result shows how to encode ,TC in 
YF by a fixpoint of a 7-ary relation. 
It is of some interest, expecially in view of ] 161, to investigate the fixpoint 
hierarchies obtained by restricting the width of bound relation symbols. 
DEFINITION. For l-c Fixpoint, let r tjt be those formulas in r where the lixpoint 
operator Y is applied to relations of at most rankj. QFixpoinl[j] is denoted by FP’j’, 
and the appropriate hierarchies of formulas and queries by Zy’, Lrzl and .?ZEtjl, nE”l, 
respectively. 
Clearly, the first o steps of each restricted hierarchy are the same, since they 
contain no fixpoints. Also, it is easy to see that for each j > 1, YFtj’ #F, since 
TC @ F ([ 2]), but TC E Z, Qti1. Now, although by [ 161 -TC E YF, we can show the 
following: 
THEOREM 4.5. TTC is not in YF[*‘. 
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ProoJ We show that a contradiction results from assuming that 7TC E YF’*‘. 
Let ,TC be representable by the expression 
A = (x, y).R.(YR”) @(R, R”, F), 
where @ is a first-order formula, R” is binary and Z is a sequence of the free 
variables in @, which may contain x, y. Consider the data bases B, = (D,, R,), BA = 
(DA, R;), where D,, = (d ,,... , d2,,}, 0; = Id;,..., dS,,}, R, = {(d,, d,), (d,, d3),..., 
(4n-1~4nh (4”~dl)L and RA= {(dl,dS),..., (do_,,&,), (dA,dl)}U {(~~+i,~~+~),..., 
(d;,- i , d;,,), (ds,, , dA+ i)}. Essentially, B, consists of a cycle of length 2~2, 3; consists 
of two cycles, each of length n. Now 7TC(B,) = QA(B,) = { }; hence given any 
assignment 8 to the variables Z; using Theorem 4.1, @(R,, { }, 19(y)) must be false.’ 
Hence, 3.%(R, { }, F) is false in B,. We shall show by using Ehrenfeucht-FraIsse 
games that, for large enough n, the formula 3F@(R, { }, 23 cannot distinguish B, from 
BL, i.e., it is false in Bi. But then QA(BA) = { } # -4T(B~), which is the desired con- 
tradiction. 
Consider an Ehrenfeucht-Frakse game played on B,, BA, where each player 
chooses one element at a time. We show that the second player wins a k, move game 
if n > 2kl-‘. 
We first introduce some notation. For e E D, (resp. DA) define e + 1 = e,, where 
R(e,e,) (resp. R’(e,e,)). For e,e,EDUD’, define e+O=e, e+(i+l)= 
(e + i) + 1, e - i = e, where e, + i = e, e - e, = min{j >, 0 1 e + j = e,} (here min( } 
is co), and dist(e, e,) = min{e - e,, e, - e). Essentially, e + i denotes the element in 
the cycle i steps after e, and dist(e, e,) denotes the distance between e and e,. An m- 
chain is a sequence of elements I? = e, , e, ,..., eP such that for all i, e,, , - e, < m, and 
Ci tei+ 1 - e,) < n - m. Two chains e ,,..., eP, and fi ,..., f4 are m-disjoint if for each 
e,,fJ we have dist(e,, fj) > m, and they are isomorphic if p = q and for all i, 
ei+l - e, = fi+, - fi. Essentially, a chain consists of a sequence of elements close 
together; chains are disjoint if they are far apart, and they are isomorphic if the 
spacings within the chains match. An element e is m-free from a chain e, ,..., e, if for 
all i, dist(e, ei) > m. 
The second player wins by the following strategy. Inductively, with k moves 
remaining (the induction will be on k starting from k, and decreasing to 0), the 
elements from D (resp. D’) chosen by both players can be partitioned into several 2k- 
chains P,, & ,..., gQ (resp. t?: ,..., Pi) that are mutually 2k-disjoint; and Gi, Pi are 
isomorphic for each i. Since a p-element 2k-chain has at most 1 + p 2k elements that 
are not 2k-’ free from it, it follows from a counting argument that there will be an 
element in D (resp. D’) which is 2kP1-free from each Pi (resp. 5:) (note that the total 
number of distinct elements in the chains is no more than k, - k, and n > 2k’-‘). The 
inductive hypothesis is trivially true in the beginning with no elements chosen, and k, 
’ Note that this is so only because R ” is binary and thus each 0 for which @(R,, ( }, O(f)) is true 
contributes towards the least lixpoint of @, hence towards -TC(B,) which should be empty. If R” were, 
say, ternary it might have been possible to have (x, x, y).R.YR”@ encode -TC and indeed 
@(R, ( ), O(F)) might be true, but contributing no tuples of the form (a. a, b). 
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moves remaining. Now, with k moves remaining, and the inductive hypothesis 
holding, say the first player picks an element d E D (the case when he picks an 
element from D’ is analogous). It can be checked there are two cases: (i) d is 2k ‘- 
free from all Pi, and (ii) d is not 2k-‘-free from exactly one Zi. In case (i), the second 
player picks any element d’ in D’ which is 2k-‘-free from each F,!. Then d and d’ 
form (trivially isomorphic) 2k-‘-chains, and the ek-chains Pi, 2: partition into one or 
more 2k-‘-chains each. The resulting chains all obey the induction hypothesis for 
k - 1. In case (ii), let d = e +j, where e is in Pi and j < 2k- ’ (the case d = e - j is 
similar), and e’ be the element in e( corresponding to e; then the second player 
chooses e’ + j. Again it can be seen that the induction hypothesis is satisfied for 
k - 1. Finally, with k = 0, i.e., no move remaining, from the induction hypothesis, the 
second player wins the game. 1 
Remark. Aho and Ullman [2] show that TC is not in F. In fact, Fagin ] 12 / 
showed that a problem closely related to TC (that of expressing whether all elements 
of the domain are connected by R) is not expressible in second-order predicate 
calculus, where the second-order quantifiers are all universal and monadic (formula is 
in prenex form and second-order quantifiers precede first-order quantifiers). 
Thus, Theorem 4.5, together with Theorem 3.10 yields 
COROLLARY 4.6. For a < w, L$‘] # 17z’21. 
We can in fact prove 
THEOREM 4.7. For each j > 1, a < O, Z$il # ncJi1. 
Sketch of prooJ For a < w, this is precisely Theorem 3.10. To show the claim 
for a = o, consider the j-fold transitive closure query, TC”’ of type (j) -+ j, defined as 
follows: 
j-l 
(x ,,...,Xj>.YS.(R(X,,...,xj) V (3.~) ( V (S(xl,***,xj-l[~/i]) A s(x,,...,x~~Y\~I) , i=l 1 
where X[ y/i] and X[ y\i] stand, respectively, for the vectors obtained from X by 
inserting y after or before the ith element of X. As an example, the 3-fold transitive 
closure of a ternary relation R is obtained by searching for 4-tuples x, y, z, M? with 
(x, J: z) and (y, z, w) in the closure and adding (x, z, w) and (x, y, w) to the closure. 
Since the above definition shows that TCtjl E C$j’, it s&ices to show 
7TCtj1 & Z$‘,“‘. This is established just as in Theorem 4.5 by considering models By1 
and BA’j’ consisting of one cycle of length 2n and two, each of length n, respectively, 
in which each j consecutive elements are related via R. The argument that for 
sufficiently large n a first-order formula cannot distinguish between the two models is 
almost identical. Details are left to the reader. 1 
We pose the following questions: 
S7’/2S/l-9 
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Open Question. Is Z$” f @t’l for all j > 1, a < w’? 
Clearly FPtj’ c FP”+‘] for a > 1: 
Open Question. Is FP”’ # FP [I+ l1 for all j > 1 ? 
In response to [7], Gaifman [ 141 has shown the following: 
(1) Z$jj f fl$t:j for all i, 
(2) FP’*] # FP13’. 
The general questions, though, remain open. 
Finally, we state the following fact comparing the Fixpoint hierarchy with the 
second-order queries: 
DEFINITION (Second-order queries). Let SO be the set of queries expressible by 
expressions of the form .?.E.@, where @ is a second-order formula (second-order 
quantifiers are over relations) whose free relation symbols are from R (corresponding 
to the relations of a data base) and = (equality), which has no function symbols, and 
whose free variables are from i 
PROPOSITION 4.8. FP c# SO. 
It is easy to see that FP c SO, since YR.@ can be written in SO in the general 
form corresponding to R = @(R) A VR’ (R’ = @(R’) + R c R’). FP # SO is proved 
in the next section. 
5. COMPLEXITY CLASSES FOR QUERIES 
As mentioned in the introduction, we shall use complexity-theoretic methods to 
classify some powerful query languages and their associated sets of queries. We 
would like to define, say, the class of queries that can be computed in polynomial 
time (i.e., polynomial in the data base), and likewise for queries that can be computed 
in polynomial space, exponential time, etc. Recalling that a query is a partial 
recursive function from data bases to relations, we may simply restrict attention to 
those queries Q for which the set {(B, Q(B)) ] B is a data base} is a language in the 
appropriate complexity class. We chose a slightly different definition. 
DEFINITION. Let PTIME (resp. EXPTIME, LOGSPACE, PSPACE) be the class 
of languages S such that there is a polynomial P(n) and a deterministic Turing 
machine which accepts S in time P(n) (resp. time 2P(n), space log(P(n)), space P(n)). 
Here n refers to the length of the input. Let PHIER = Ui .?Yr be the polynomial-time 
hierarchy [ 2 11. 
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DEFINITION. If C is a class of sets (e.g., a complexity class like PTIME), then the 
class QC of queries in C is defined to be 
QC = (Q ] Q is a total computable query, and {(B, 5) 1 X E Q(B)} E C). 
Here we assume some standard encoding of (B, X) into strings. This defines the set of 
queries computable in polynomial time QPTIME, in polynomial space QPSPACE. 
etc. 
Note that the above definition ignores queries that are not total. This is reasonable 
for all the complexity classes. 
We have defined complexity classes for queries by the problem of recognizing if a 
tuple is in the output. It may be noted that the space/time complexity of computing 
the output is closely related, because if {(B, 2) ] X E Q(B)} can be recognized in time 
T(n), T(n) > n (resp. space S(n), S(n) > log(n)), then Q(B) can be computed in time 
nkT(n) for some k (resp. in space S(n)). Thus, for example, if Q E QPTIME, then 
given any B, Q(B) can be computed in time polynomial in the length of the standard 
encoding of B. 
The reader may contrast this definition of the complexity of queries with 
Theorem 3.8 (see also 19, Sect. 4]), where the data base is fixed and the input 
includes the representation of the query. Following a preliminary version of this 
paper [7], these two types of complexities have been further investigated by Vardi 
] 23 ] who has shown that in a number of instances these complexities differ by one 
exponential. 
Enumerating the queries in a complexity class is not immediate from an 
enumeration of the Turing machines in that class. The difficulty is with the 
consistency criterion (condition (iii) in the definition of computable queries, 
Section 2), which requires that queries preserve isomorphisms. This condition is, of 
course, not decidable for an arbitrary Turing machine. One can, however, modify 
Turing machines so as to satisfy the consistency criterion. 
DEFINITION. Given a class C = {C,, C, ,... } of languages, the set of queries QC 
has an efictive enumeration S if S c {0, l,...} is total recursive and 
(i) Q(Ci/iES}=QC, and 
(ii) Vi E S !lQ E QC such that Ci = ((B, X) 1 X E Q(B)}. 
CONSTRUCTION. Given a, b, and a Turing machine M that halts on all inputs. 
construct a Turing machine M’ as follows: On input (B, d), where B = (D, R) is of 
type a and dE Db, M’ computes the least (in some well ordering) B’ isomorphic to 
B. Then M’ accepts the input (B, 2) iff there is an isomorphism h mapping B to B’ 
(write B th+ B’) and M accepts the input (B’, h(a)). Let Q+, be a function from data 
bases to relations such that Q,(B) = (d] M accepts (B, d)}. Let QM, be similarly 
defined. With these definitions it is easy to show 
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LEMMA 5.1. (i) Q,,, is a computable quary, and (ii) if Q, is a computable query 
of type a--+ 6, then Q,,,, = QM. 
This lemma gives us effective enumerations of QPSPACE, QEXPTIME, and 
classes with greater space or time resource. This does not, however, give an effective 
enumeration of QPTIME, because it is not known whether B’ in the construction can 
be computed in polynomial time. 
Open Question. Does QPTIME have an effective enumeration? 
LEMMA 5.2. For i > 2, QZP, QlZp have effective enumerations; and so does 
QPHIER. 
Proof: Given a fixed encoding of data bases into strings, define B < B’ to mean 
either that the encoding of B is shorter than that of B’, or that they have equal length 
and the encoding of B precedes that of B’ in some fixed lexicographic ordering. Let 
B <B’ mean that B < B’ or B = B’. Given any formula @(B, 2) of the form 
representing a set in ZZp, i.e., the quantified variables are polynomially bounded in 
length, and P is polynomial-time computable, construct the formula @‘(B, (s>, 
(IB’, h)(B’ < B A B th-+ B’ A (VB”, k)(B tk+ B” + B’ < B”) A @(B’, h(f))) 
(this is essentially the same construction taking M to M’ above). If i > 2, @’ can be 
converted to prenex form (Syi)(Vyly;) ... (By;) P’(B.,X, y;,..., y,!) and {(B, X) 1 
@(B, Z)} E Cr. A formula !P(B, 2) is defined to be consistent if whenever B th-+ B’, 
Y(B, 2) iff !P(B’, h(f)). Then it can be seen that @’ is consistent, and that whenever 
@ is consistent, then @(B,I) iff @‘(B,f). Thus the @’ formulas provide an effective 
enumeration for QZ: for i > 2. The case for QZZ: is similar, only this time @’ is 
constructed as 
(VB’, h)((B’ <B A B th-+ B’ A (VB”, k)(B tk+ B” + B’ ,< B”)) + @(B’, h(f))), 
and the case of PQHIER follows from either of these constructions. 1 
The next theorem states that the complexity classes for queries are ordered in much 
the same way as the standard complexity classes. 
DEFINITION. We say that a class C is closed under logspace reducibility if 
whenever S, is in C and S, is many-one logspace reducible [ 19,211 to S, , then S, is 
in C, and C & { { }, Z*} for alphabet Z. All the usual complexity classes (such as 
LOGSPACE, PTIME, PHIER, PSPACE, etc.) are- closed under logspace 
reducibility. 
THEOREM 5.3. If C,, C, are closed under logspace reducibility, then QC, c QC, 
iff c,cc,. 
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Proof. The if-part is immediate. For the other direction, assume C, Q? C,. Then 
there is a set SC (0, l}* in C, but not in C,. For any xE {0, l}*, x=x,x2...xk, 
let B, be a data base of type (2, 1) having domain D = (a, ,..., uk) and R, = 
i(ai3ai+l)l l <iC k} and R, = {ai 1 xi = 1). From logspace reducibility, S E C, 
(resp. C,) iff {(B, ( )) 1 3x E S, h such that B th+ B,} E C, (resp. C,). This follows 
by observing that an x such that B th-+ B, can be found in log space. Let Q be the 
query of type (2, 1) -+ 0 such that Q(B) = (( )) if B th+ B, for some h and some 
x E S, and Q(B) = ( } otherwise. Then Q E QC,, but not Q E QC,. ti 
We now compare the complexity classes of queries with FP and SO (the set 01 
second-order definable queries, Section 4). 
THEOREM 5.4. FP cf QPTIME c QPHIER = SO cf CQ. 
Remark. The question “QPTIME = QPHIER?” is open. From Theorem 5.3, the 
answer is “yes” iff PTIME = PHIER which in turn holds iff PTIME = NPTIME (or, 
in usual terminology, P = NP) which is an outstanding open problem. Also, 
QPHIER c QPSPACE, but QPHIER = QPSPACE iff PHIER = PSPACE. which is 
also an open problem of complexity theory. 
Proof (i) FP c QPTIME. We show by induction on the structure of formulae 
@ in LY (the language of fixpoint formulae) that 
For every appropriate X, i?, the query represented by 2.R.Q is in QPTIME. (*) 
Property (*) holds for the atomic formulae, and if it holds for @, Y, it is immediately 
seen to hold for @ V Y, +#, and (3x)@ (because the number of possible values for x 
is no more than the size of the data base), and hence for @ A Y, (Vx)@. Finally, if 
(*) holds for @(R, 2, jr), we show that it also holds for (Z:YR(Z)) @(R, -Is, 7). Denote 
the latter formula by Y. Given any assignment 0 mapping the free variables of Y into 
domain elements, the construction lJi ri of Theorem 4.1 can be done in polynomial 
time. Let n be the number of elements in the domain of the data base and R have 
rank a, then given any assignment 0’ to variables in X, j, and relation T for R, if it 
can be determined whether or not @(T, 0’(%, j)) holds in time P((I(B, T)ll) for some 
polynomial P, then given Ti, Ti+, can be computed in time #P(l/(B, Ti)ll), and since 
tuples are never deleted from Ti, the process stops at T = T,,, ; hence checking 
whether or not Y(e(Z; 7)) holds in B takes time polynomial in (I B (I, thereby proving 
that property (*) holds for Y. 
(ii) FP # QPTIME. This is shown in the next section by showing that for the 
set RQ of ranked queries, FP c RQ, but QPTIME d RQ. 
(iii) QPTIME c QPHIER is immediate from Theorem 5.3. 
(iv) SO c QPHIER. This is immediate upon observing that second-order 
quantifiers can be thought of as polynomially bounded quantifiers. 
(v) QPHIER c SO. See [ 21, pp. 7-81. 
(vi) SO cf CQ follows from (iv), (v), and Theorem 5.3. 1 
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6. AN APPLICATION 
In this section we use the classes of queries of Sections 4, 5 to characterize a class 
of queries defined in quite a different manner. Other such characterizations can be 
fund in 151. Chandra and Hare1 [6] demonstrated a query language QL which could 
express all the computable queries. The variables of the language take relations as 
values, and relational terms can be built up using relational operators. Programs in 
QL consist of assignment statements, composed by sequencing and a looping 
construct. A key aspect of QL which gives it its power is that variables are not typed; 
they can take relations of arbitrary rank as values. The width of a relation can then 
be used in unconventional ways, e.g., as a counter to simulate a Turing machine 
computation. A natural question that arises is what happens if all variables are 
ranked? We shall examine this question next. 
Let the query language RQL be defined to contain the following: 
Variables: Xi, Xy, Xi ,..., XA, X: ,..., Xg ,.... 
Terms : E,Ri,Xp, 
and if t, t,, t, are terms, then so are the following: 
t, x t,, 
t, vt,, 
71 
Pr&(t) for integer i 2 1 
Perm,(t) for a permutation 0 
Programs: Xq t t, where t is a term 
and if P, P,, P, are programs, then so are the following: 
(P, 3 PA 
while XT # { ) do P. 
Variable XT has rank a. This superscript will be omitted when no confusion results. 
All variables are initialized to { }. All terms are also ranked. Here E has rank 2, and 
its value is {(d, d) ] d E D}, where B = (D, j?) is the given input data base. The term 
t, x t, has value {(a, Z) ] dE t,, PE t,}; t, U t, is set union if t,, t2 have the same 
rank, and is empty otherwise; -d has value D” - t, where t has rank a; Proj,(t) has 
value {(d, ,..., dieI, di+l ,..., d,) ] (d, ,..., d,) E t}; and, given a permutation 19 on 
{ l,..., a}, where t has rank a, the value Perm,(t) = {19(a) 1 dE t). The semantics of 
programs is straightforward (if t is not of rank a, then Xy c t assigns ( } to XT). It 
may be noted that an if-then-else construct can be simulated in RQL, and will be 
used in constructions below, as will other constructs which are easily simulated (see 
[ 6)). Given a program, we shall associate with it an output variable X whose value 
will contain the output in case the computation terminates. 
DEFINITION. Given a program P, let QP denote the corresponding query, and let 
RQ denote the set ( Qp 1 P halts for all appropriate B). 
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It may be noted that the restriction to total queries is not a serious one. For one 
thing, these are generally the queries of interest; for another, programs in RQL cycle 
only by repeating values of all their variables after an a priori time bound, and a 
clock can be attached to stop the computation if it runs too long. Totality is also 
needed to be able to compare the queries with queries defined from complexity 
classes. 
THEOREM 6.1. FP c RQ c# QPSPACE. 
Proof. RQ c QPSPACE is immediate upon noting that the space needed for a 
typed relation is bounded by a polynomial, and RQ # QPSPACE follows from 
Theorem 6.2 which is proved independently. We now prove that FP c RQ. The proof 
is by induction on the formulae in LY. It is easy to see how atomic formulae, 
connectives V. 7, and quantifier 3 (and hence also A , V) can be represented simply 
by terms in RQL. In general, a formula YE LY will be represented by a program 
P E RQL with one free variable for each free relation symbol R in Y. Let Y be 
(Z.YR(Z)) @(R, 2, j) 
and assume for simplicity that all variables in .? are distinct, and none is in ,V. 
Suppose @(Xt , 2, jr) can be represented by a program P(X”) with output variable 
XT+b (1x1 = a, lJ/ = b), that @(X0, 2, Z) holds iff (a, 2) E Xy+b when P(X”) 
terminates, provided its free variables are initialized appropriately. Program P can be 
modified to a program P/(X’+‘) with output variable XyiZb having the following 
property: if Xa+b is initialized to 
where for each c, Xz c D”, and if Xy[?” is the value of Xyih upon completing 
execution of P with Xa initialized to XF, then the value of X7 ’ *’ upon termination of 
P’ is 
a+Zb- Xl - (J XyJX {c). 
IEDh 
Essentially P’ executes several computations of P in parallel, one for each c E D”. 
Let P”(X’ fb) with output variable Xytb be the same as P’(Xa tb) except that upon 
termination 
X Ttb = (uv 1 v E Da, v E Db, uvv E X;+*‘}. 
Then Y(Z, u) can be represented (by Theorem 4.1, with simultaneous execution of 
Tts there for each possible value of 7) by the program 
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X o+bt{ }; 
BIT+- {( 1); 
While BIT # { } do 
(P”(x= +b); 
IfX;+"#Xa+b, 
then Xn+b t X;tb 
else BIT +- { }). 
The output variable of the program is Xy+b. In case f in Y has repetitions or 
variables common with U; that is handled by a post-processing step, restricting X;tb 
to have appropriate columns be equal, and then projecting out the redundant 
columns. 1 
THEOREM 6.2. QPTIME Q? RQ. 
Proof: Consider the query EVEN which merely checks to see if the domain of the 
data base is even. Its type is ( ) -+ 0, i.e. B = (D), and 
EVEN(B) = {( >I, if IDI is even, 
=I 17 otherwise. 
It is immediate that EVEN E QPTIME. We show that EVEN is not in RQ. Suppose 
there is a program P in RQL whose corresponding query Qp = EVEN. Without loss 
of generality we may let terms in P have at most one operator. Let the maximum 
rank of any variable in P be a. Let B, B’ have domains of size a + 1, a + 2, respec- 
tively. We show that the computation paths of P on B and on B’ are identical and so 
are the outputs (which is the desired contradiction). Given an equivalence relation 
EQV on ( 1, 2,..., b}, let the query QEQv be represented by 
(X 1 ,..., xb).( ). A xi = xj (for (i, j) E EQV) A A xi # Xj (for (i, j) @ EQV). 
Note that if EQV, f EQV,, then QEQv,(B) n QEQv2(B) = 1 13 and 
u QwW = Db. 
EQV 
Given a set S of equivalence relations on {l,..., b}, let Q, denote the query 
Q.s(B) = U QEQdB). 
EQVES 
Induction is on i, the number of steps of the computation. The inductive hypothesis is 
that i steps of the computation paths of P on B and B’ are identical (a step is an 
assignment statement or a check X# { } in a while-do), and after i steps, for each 
variable X in P there is a set S of equivalence relations on (l,..., b} (where b is the 
rank of X) such that the value of X in the computation on B (resp. B’) is Qs (B) 
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(resp. Q&I’)). This is trivially true for i = 0. Now suppose it holds for i steps. If the 
(i + 1)th step is a check X# ( ), then it is true for i + 1 steps since for every EQV 
on { l,..., b}, b < a, QEov(B) f { ) and QEov(B’) # ( }. If the (i + 1)th step is an 
assignment statement whose term has no operator or has any of the five operators, 
the induction hypothesis can be seen to hold after i -i 1 steps. The result follows since 
when B, B’ halt, if X (of rank 0) is the output variable of P, the value of X in B is 
( } iff the value of X in B is also { }. 1 
THEOREM 6.3. There is a Q E RQ such that (B, X / .fE Q(B)} is logspace 
complete in PSPACE. 
Proof. We show how a program in RQL can simulate any linear space bounded 
Turing machine. The simulation of a machine computing a language complete in 
PSPACE will then produce the desired query. 
Assume we are given a one-tape Turing machine with tape symbols C = 
ia,. 0, ,*..1 a,), states S = {so,..., s4} and starting state sO, accepting state sy and 
rejecting state s,- , , which never attempts to read a tape square beyond the squares 
on which the self delimiting input of length n is written, and which always halts and 
does so in state s, or sq-, . We describe the desired program below, after showing the 
correspondence between inputs and data bases. For input x =x,,, X, ,..., x, , , x, E C 
(the xi’s may be further restricted if desired), the corresponding data base consists of 
the following relations (the domain contains exactly all the elements appearing in the 
relations): 
for each u E Z, a unary relation c = (c’ }, 
for each s E S, a unary relation s = (s’ }, 
a binary relation 
sllc = {(x;,x;>, (x;,x;) ,..., (.$2.Xm-,)}, 
a unary relation Head = (x;) 
and a binary relation 
Tape = ((xi, c$) 1 xi = uj}. 
The program maintains variables TAPE, HEAD, and STATE whose values 
correspond respectively to the tape contents, head position, and the Turing machine 
state during the computation. Recalling that D is the domain and can be obtained by 
Proj, E, and that Proj, deletes the ith column, the program is: 
TAPE t Tape; 
HEAD t Head; 
STATE +- s,, ; 
While STATE - (s, U s,-,) # ( } do 
(SYMBOL + Proj,(HEAD x D n TAPE); 
If STATE = s,, A SYMBOL = u, , then Action a,) 
else if STATE = s0 A SYMBOL = u, then Action(s,, a,) 
else if STATE = si A SYMBOL = uj, then Action(s,, u,~)...); 





FIG. 2. The Hasse diagram relating RQ with other query classes (under the set inclusion ordering) 
upon the assumption PTIME # PHIER # PSPACE. 
Action@,, uj) is as follows. In state si with the Turing machine head on symbol cri, 
the Turing machine may do one of the following: 
(i) Write symbol u and change state to s. Then Action is 
(TAPE +- (TAPE - HEAD x SYMBOL) u HEAD x a; 
STATE +- s) 
(ii) More the head left and change state to s. Then Action is 
(HEAD c Proj,(D x HEAD n Sue); 
STATE + s) 
(iii) Move the head right and change state to s. Then Action is 
(HEAD e Proj,(HEAD x D n Sue); 
STATE +- s). 
It is easily seen by induction that TAPE, HEAD, and STATE simulate the Turing 
machine computation, that the program always halts, and that the output variable 
OUTPUT has value { } iff the input is accepted by the Turing machine. 1 
A consequence of Theorem 6.3 (along with Theorem 6.1) is 
COROLLARY 6.4. (i) RQ c QPTIME iff PTIME = PSPACE, 
(ii) RQ c QPHIER 13 PHIER = PSPACE. 
It is generally conjectured that PTIME # PHIER # PSPACE. Under this 
assumption, RQ is independent ( in a set containment ordering) of QPTIME, 
QPHIER, see Fig. 2. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this paper has been to provide a framework for comparing and 
classifying sets of queries and query languages. As such, it is shown that the 
conjunctive [9] and tableau queries [ 11, the first-order queries and the relational 
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algebra 141, a query language suggested in [2], and the closure of first-order queries 
under composition and least lixpoint (i.e., FP) fall naturally onto an o* hierarchy. 
The first w levels of the hierarchy characterize the first-order queries, and are shown 
to be strict. All the queries in FP can be computed in polynomial time, but there are 
simple queries computable in polynomial time which are not in FP. In particular, it 
can be shown that queries in FP cannot count the number of tuples in a relation. 
Formally it is shown that no query in FP can determine whether the domain of the 
data base has an even number of elements. The concept, however, is quite general. It 
can be shown, e.g., that given a relation R (student-name, course) which gives the 
names of students in various courses, the following query is not in FP: are there tn’o 
courses with the same number of students? Neither is the query what is the course 
with the maximum attendance? In fact, this limitation is not just of FP. but applies 
generally to query languages based on variables of bounded rank. All these queries 
can, of course, be computed in polynomial time. Unfortunately, we do not know of an 
effective enumeration of the queries computable in polynomial time, although such 
enumerations do exist for queries defined on larger complexity classes such as the 
polynomial-time hierarchy, polynomial space, etc. In fact, queries defined from the 
polynomial-time hierarchy turn out to be precisely the second-order queries. These 
classes of queries can be used to characterize the set of queries RQ computable using 
only ranked variables. The set of queries RQ turns out to be between FP and the set 
of queries computable in polynomial space. It is an open problem as to whether 
FP # RQ (though this is implied by PTIME # PSPACE). 
Several interesting problems remain to be solved. These include showing the 
strictness of the j-fold tixpoint hierarchies, the strictness between these hierarchies for 
increasing J-s, and obtaining an enumeration of the polynomial time queries 
(QPTIME). 
Of more pragmatic interest is the problem of characterizing the expressive power of 
various constructs used in query languages. As we have observed, lixpoints do not 
provide the ability to count the size of a relation, and it is, therefore, worth exploring 
the limits of their usefulness. The use of ranked variables is another construct, which 
has only been explored in a preliminary manner in this paper. Other primitives 
suitable for study include the use of the equality relation, counters. and looping 
constructs in general. Results in this direction appear in [5 ]. 
It is possible that some of the classes of queries in this paper could provide an 
appropriate foundation for useable query languages. As such, it is interesting to ask 
whether there is a natural query language that can express (exactly?) all the queries 
in FP (or in QPTIME, QPSPACE, or some other complexity class). 
An area of deep significance is that of obtaining some understanding of the set of 
queries computable using resources less than polynomial time. Of particular interest 
would be the queries computable in log time since most practical queries on data 
bases use indices to search for some record, and thereby take time about the log of 
the size of the data base. The primary difficulty in this is the formalization of the 
appropriate notions in a robust enough manner. 
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Rank of a relation. 
Formula. 
Data base. 
h isomorphism mapping B to B’. 
Complexity class. 
Set of computable queries. 
Domain of a data base. 
Set of existential queries. 
Set of existential expressions. 
Set of first-order queries. 
Set of first-order expressions. 
Set of fixpoint expressions. 
Set of fixpoint queries. 
Restricted ftxpoint queries. 
Language of first-order formula. 
Language of lixpoint formulae. 
Set of projection queries. 
Languages recognized in polynomial time, etc. 
Query. 
Query represented by formula A. 
Set of queries in C. 
Queries computable in polynomial time, etc. 
Relation. 
Set of ranked queries. 
Ranked query language. 
Set of relations. 
Set of second-order queries. 
Relation. 
Transitive closure query. 
j-fold Transitive closure query. 
Universal domain. 
Set of fixpoints of A. 
Fixpoints of first-order queries. 
Set of fixpoints of expressions in ZY 
Complement of a query/set of queries. 
negation of a formula/set of formulae. 
Composition of queries/sets of queries. 
substitution in a formula/set of formula. 
Set of formulae. 
Quantifier, either 3 or V. 
Hierarchy of expressions. 
Polynomial-time hierarchy. 
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g,n: First-order, fixpoint hierarchies of queries. 
r;QIjl nQlj1 a 3 a Restricted Fixpoint hierarchies. 
;“I.’ 
Formula. 
Number of elements in vector . . . . e.g., 1x1. 
Ii ... II Length of the encoding of . . . . e.g., lI(B, X)11. 
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